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1. Introduction 
 
Ondaplast S.p.a. is one of the leading European manufacturers for 
corrugated plastics. Among other market segments, we are supplying 
also packaging products for the pharmaceutical packaging market.  
Our industrial operations are aligned with the state-of-the-art 
standards. 
 
This booklet has the aim to introduce the our procedures specially 
designed to meet the highest requirements and standards for the 
manufacturing of pharma packaging materials. 
 
 

 
Main plant in Longiano, Italy 
 
 

 
2. Ondaplast 
 
Ondaplast S.p.a. was founded in 1982 in Longiano, Italy. The company 
has enjoyed a steady growth over the years. Present main data are: 
 
 About 120 employees 
 Production area 30,000 sqm 
 Annual processed material: above 20,000 tons 

 
Ondaplast Italy has a subsidiary in Serbia, Ondaplast Balkan. 
 
Founded in 2018 in Subotica, Serbia, the Balkan operation of 
Ondaplast has today: 
 
 About 40 employees 
 Production area 10,000 sqm 
 Annual extruded volume above 10,000 tons with two extrusion 

lines 
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3. Manufacturing Procedures and In-Process Control 
 

 
2.1 Operating process regarding cleanliness 
 
Cleanliness and contamination prevention of the overall production 
areas where pharmaceutical components are processed are the key 
point of any success for both Ondaplast production plants. 
The manufacturing areas for pharmaceutical applications are 
separated from standard areas. All provisions are taken to prevent the 
products from contamination with dust, hairs, liquids, foreign bodies or 
insects.  
Palettes are clean and dry without any dust or broken parts. 
Extrusion and converting equipment is clean and controlled on regular 
basis to minimise all sorts risks of contamination. 
Converting environment is equipped with insects catchers. 
Operation controls: the extrusion operators are responsible for the 
absence of any kind of contamination (grease, hair, liquids, wood 
particles, insects etc) before the palette is moved to the converting 
area. The converting operators are asked to control the reached 
materials before starting their operations.  
Pharma packaging components are usually packed in parcels of 25 or 
50 pieces each. 
 
2.2 Semi-finished sheet materials 
 
The semi-finished sheets are produced by extrusion process using raw 
materials only such as Polypropylene-copolymer and Polypropylene-
homopolymer in different ratios depending on the final usage and 
customer specification (MFI range 1-2 at 230 °C, 2.16 kg). 
 
The max. width (across the flutes) of Ondaplast® sheets is 2,800 mm. 
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3.3 Contamination protection against human influence 
 
In addition to the mandatory safety equipment all operators and 
persons that might get into contact with materials for pharmaceutical 
applications wear clean working clothes, white gloves, hair net or 
baggy cap and beard net if necessary. 
Smoking, eating or drinking is strictly not permitted in whole Ondaplast 
production areas. 
It is the responsibility of every Ondaplast employee to guarantee the 
absolute absence of every sort of contamination. 
 

 
 
Assembly of partition grids for vial boxes  
(dedicated pharma room). 
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2.4 Contamination protection for internal transportation 
 
In order to guarantee the maximum of protection the palettes with 
semi-finished pharma parts get wrapped before internal transportation 
from extrusion area to converting areas in a similar way than for 
shipment.  

 
Sample of transfer palette 
 

 
Packing and visual contamination checks are done by the responsible 
extrusion workers on regular base in accordance with ISO 9001 rules. 
 
 The bags (or films) are used one time each and never re-used. 
 Palettes are dry, clean and without any broken part or chips. 

.  

protection bag 

stack of semi 
finished sheets 

plastic film 

PP-protection 
plate in palette 
size 

palette 
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2.5 Die-cutting process 
 
For stress reduction within the extruded semi-finished sheets a dwell 
time of not less than 36 hours is kept before the die-cutting is executed. 
 
Die cutting tools are generally produced by a very limited number of 
proven subcontractors according to Ondaplast S.p.a. drawings and 
specifications. 
 
In order to ensure that the tool used is in relation with the latest design 
approved by the customer, this operating tool is controlled using the 
working procedure described in the Quality Manual (ISO 9001 QM 
handbook). 
 
The wide range of Ondaplast S.p.a. die cutting machines offers the 
possibility to reach the best results ( e.g.: size precision, absence of 
undesired deformations ) for every sort of pharma component and 
independently by its size. 
 
 3 high speed Bobst machines ( 5,000 pcs/hour output and size 

up to 1,200x2,000 mm). 
 3 large size machines (width up to 2,400 mm) 
 Various “platina” die cutting machines 
 1 CN machine with table size 3,200x2,200 mm 

 

 
Loading of a Bobst machine with sheets  
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2.6 Additional steps 
 
After die cutting operations some additional steps might be necessary 
for some pharma packaging components. These operations could be 
welding, printings, removal of cut outs. 
For cut out removal Ondaplast S.p.a. has developed a unique two 
table machine operating in combination with an industrial robot.  
The machine lay-out with double working table totally cancels the dead 
times of the machine. 
 

 
Check before final packing 
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3.0 Quality Control 
 
3.1 Testing of corrugated PP-sheets 
 
The quality of extruded polypropylene products is defined and 
controlled by 3 parameters: 
 
 Thickness [mm] 
 Grammage [g/m²] 
 Compression resistance [N/mm²] 

 
Quality control of above mentioned parameters is done by use of the 
following measuring equipment: 
 
 Thickness:   micrometre caliper 
 Weight:   scale 
 Compression resistance: compression press 

 

Mechanical properties of Ondaplast® PP-sheets 

Property Method Value Unit 

Maximum 
compression 
stroke 

2.0 mm / 350 gr internal >25.0 [N/cm2] 

2.0 mm / 400 gr internal >35.0 [N/cm2] 
3.0 mm / 650 gr 

 
internal >55.0 [N/cm2] 

 

Compression test: equipment and graphs 
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3.2 Self-Control applied by workers. 
 
According to ISO 9001 Ondaplast S.p.a. put in place a Self-Control 
system for workers involved in Pharma components manufacturing. 
These employers tick appropriate production documents taking track 
of relevant production parameters and steps and ensuring they are 
compliant with the rules fixed in Quality Handbook. 
 
 
3.3 Laboratory control 
 
Samples are taken on a regular basis from standard production and 
tested in a dedicated laboratory to guarantee compliance of product 
features with specifications.  
 
 
3.4 Hygienic control 
 
Depending on UNI EN 15593 requirements chemical and 
microbiological reviews are done on finished products to monitor the 
hygienic level and to guarantee the quality of Ondaplast® materials. 
 
 
3.5 Master batches 
 
Master batches are available upon request. 
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4.0 Packaging 
 
4.1 Primary Packaging 
 
After die-cutting the sheets get bundled in small and easy-to-handle 
packs of usually 25 or 50 sheets. These packs get overall wrapped 
with wrapping film as a first protection. 
 

 
Bundle of sheets in front of wrapping machine 

 

 
Wrapped bundles before stacking on palettes  
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4.2 Shipment packaging 
 
 

  
Palette ready for shipment 

 
 
Corner protections are placed on customer request over the whole 
length and width of the sheets to avoid any damage. 
 
  

lower protection sheet in 
palette size 

lower protection film 

protection bag or stretch 
film 

corner protection 

upper protection film 

tension band 

upper protection plate 

latch 

palette 

packing label (not shown) 
according to customer 
specification 
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6. Traceability and Product Identification 
 
Each palette is identified by a unique label from extrusion to shipment. 
 
At reception of customer’s order, a production order (internal order) is 
issued. 
This document and the related manufacturing labels are unique and 
gather all information regarding this particular order: 
 
 customer reference 
 production code 
 product references 
 weight/m² 
 colour 
 quantity 
 final delivery packaging 

 
The label mentioned above collects all information related to the 
manufacturing process and allows to track at any time the history of 
manufacturing parameters like 
 
 raw materials used 
 extrusion line 
 die cut machine 
 production shift 
 operators involved 
 converting tools used 
 

This label includes check boxes where operators sign that all controls 
have been done in accordance with process specifications. 
 
All manufacturing informations are kept available for a minimum of 5 
years. 
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6.0 Annex 1: Certificates 
 

 
 
ISO 9001 cerificate 
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EN 15593 (HACCP) certificate 
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EN 16636 certificate 
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Sample of test report: chemical / bacteriological analysis 


